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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the maximum number of disk enclosures for
EVA4000/6000/8000?
A. 4/8/18
B. 6/8/12
C. 4/6/8

D. 8/12/18
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You can store in SAP CRM the following data replicated
from SAP Retail (SAP ERP):
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Characteristic master data
B. Classification data of variant-creating characteristics
(relevant only for generic articles and variants)
C. Used variant-creating characteristics and characteristic
values for each generic article
D. Characteristic master data
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag and drop the characteristics from the left onto the QoS
components they describe on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Marking = applied on traffic to convey Information to a
downstream device Classification = distinguish traffic types
Trust = Permits traffic to pass through the device while
retaining DSCP/COS values shapping = process used to buffer
traffic that exceeds a predefined rate.

NEW QUESTION: 4
You need to perform a vulnerability scan for an App Engine app
using Cloud Security Scanner.
Upon completion of the scan, the report is not producing the
expected number of webpage results. The pages in the app with
mouseover menus are missing from the report. Which action
should you take to make sure the scan completes and captures
the menu?
A. Modify the scan schedule to return new results.
B. Change the scan to include additional Starting URLs.
C. Verify the Excluded URLs.
D. Adjust the Google account on which the scan is running.
Answer: B
Explanation:
A is not correct because the missing webpages in mouseover menu
are unlikely to be explicitly excluded since they're expected
to be scanned.
B is not correct because changing the scan schedule will not

result in scanning of more webpages.
C is correct because Cloud Security Scanner may not be able to
navigate through complex JavaScript such as a mouseover-driven
multilevel menu. Specifying additional starting URLs can
increase scan coverage in this scenario.
D is not correct because changing the Google account will not
result in scanning of more webpages.
https://cloud.google.com/security-scanner/docs/scanning
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